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The 1â™£opening deï¬•nes the Precision Bidding System. It is the most important part of the system.
Responses to 1â™£ can be categorized as negative (1), constructive (2), positive(3).
Precision Bidding System for Contact Bridge - physics.bu.edu
Precision Bidding System This note is a summary of the Precision Bidding System that we use at ACBL
Online (e-bridge). The 1 opening encompasses all 16+ HCP hands, except for the balanced 22-23 HCP
hands, 4441 hands, and strong minors hands.
Precision Bidding System - Bridge Club Iasi
Stopper cue bidding After setting the suit S we can start bidding lowest control: A or K or singleton or void, to
invite for the game. Partner must cue bid his lowest control (even when weak) or bid S. If one player has by
passed a suit showing no control and his partner still cue bids a new suit, he promises control in the by
passed suit.
Bridge: Meckwell Lite Precision System - Scale it
Bridge with Larry Cohen. Precision. Precision is a wonderful (and in my opinion, easier than "Standard")
bidding system.. All "strong" hands start with 1.A 1 opener shows approximately 16 or 17+ points.. A 1NT
opening bid is 14-16 balanced.
Precision - Bridge Articles - Bridge with Larry Cohen
PRECISION CLUB - 99 This is a bidding system developed by C.C. Wei in 1963 with assistance from Mr.
Alan Truscott. This bidding system was used successfully y the Taiwan team in the 1967, 1968, and 1969 Far
PRECISION CLUB - 99 - Bridge Guys
The Precision 2â™ and 2â™¥ bids The Precision 2â™ and 2â™¥ bids are â€œweakâ€• bids. The way we
play these bids, they promise 6-10 or 8-10 HCP (depending upon the vulnerability) and six-cards in the bid
suit. These bids and other preemptive bids will be discussed in a future article on Precision preemptive
bidding. The Precision 1 bid The Precision 1 bid is another limit bid.
Reasons to Play the Precision Club Bidding System and the
Precision and Superprecision Bidding by Belladonna and Garozzo 1C Opening Bid - (almost) any 16+ HCP
hand Response Summary 1D = 0-7 HCP 1H/1S/2C/2D = 8+ HCP, 5+ suit (longest suit, or higher of equals)
PRECISION AND SUPERPRECISION BIDDING2 BY BELLADONNA AND
OPENING BIDS RESPONDING BIDS OPENERâ€™S REBIDS BALANCED HANDS (Point Counts Shown
are High Card Points) See responses to opening bids of one of a suit Give a single raise with 4 card support
for responderâ€™s suit.
OPENING BIDS RESPONDING BIDS OPENERâ€™S REBIDS
A guide to Standard American bidding methods in contract bridge Jacob Richey Iâ€™m trying to free your
mind, Neo. But I can only show you the door. Youâ€™re the one that has to walk through it. { Morpheus, The
Matrix The theory of bidding in contract bridge can seem daunting. The â€˜rulesâ€™ of bidding are easy
A guide to Standard American bidding methods in contract
Structure: this is a description of the opening bids and how the relay is started. Except for the 1w opening bid
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responder initiates the relay. After a 1w bid, responder bids 1x with 0 â€“ 8 hcp and all other responses are
automatically relay. 3. The relays starting with the 1w Relay. 4. The Other Relays for the opening bids from
1x to 2NT. 5.
The Symmetric Relay Contract Bridge Bidding System Made
to advanced bridge player. It is a supplement to my book, Bidding Notes. ... able as a PDF, as a book for
electronic readers, and can be rendered into web pages. Please see BiddingNotes(hereafter BN) for informa... Advanced Bidding, Release 7.2 2N - 3â™£ (or 1N - 3â™£ by partnership agreement):
Advanced Bidding - pfdubois.com
SUPERPRECISION CLUB The famous Italian pair Benito Garrozzo â€“ Giorgio Belladona, holders of
numerous international titles ... so that it do not became prohibitive to the mass of bridge players. Efficiency
of Super Precision was proved in 1975 at World Championship, won by Italian team, and ... small slam
bidding the existence of first round ...
SUPERPRECISION CLUB - Bridge Guys
A Precision 2 opening bid shows 11-15 HCP and one of the following hand patterns: 4-4-1-4 (4 spades, 4
hearts, 1 diamond and 4 clubs) 4-4-0-5 (4 spades, 4 hearts, 0 diamonds and 5 clubs) 4-3-1-5 (only if the club
suit is too weak for a Precision 2C opening) 3-4-1-5 (only if the club suit is too weak for a Precision 2C
opening)
Precision 2D (Two Diamonds) - Bridgebum
Precision Club is a bidding system in the game of contract bridge. It is a strong club system developed in
1969 for C. C. Wei by Alan Truscott , and used by Taiwan teams in 1969. Their success in placing second at
the 1969 Bermuda Bowl (and Wei's multimillion-dollar publicity campaign) launched the system's popularity.
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